R+R — ROADSIDE RENDEZVOUS

History without signs: the Linden Yards retaining wall
BY CHARLIE MAGUIRE
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here is nothing like actually reaching out and touching history.
So mount your bicycle or put on your walking shoes, and get on
That “touch” can bring everything you know about a subject
the trail off of the West River Parkway in Minneapolis. Follow the
into sharp relief, especially when you are in unsigned, uninterpreted,
trail as it goes under Target Field and beside the light rail tracks.
territory. Even though someone else found it, when it’s still unmarked
There as you travel west, in between where the Royalston Avenue
it’s like your own discovery.
and the Glenwood Avenue bridges cross over the trail, on the leftPrevious Roadside Rendezvous columns have beckoned readers to
hand side you will find the walls.
a specific sign, or wayside, or plaque. In this tale I’m going to take
The Great Northern Railway retaining walls are within an
you to an “unsigned” place and allow you to see it for yourself!
historic mile-long stretch of the trail known as “Linden Yards,”
which now houses the city asphalt and cement recycling works.
Pardon me if I don’t give “the discovery” away all at once, but
Here, amid those piles and the still-working freight
you’ll need a little background first.
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and soon-to-be light rail tracks, are the walls
It has to do with “Empire Builder” James J.
that framed James J. Hill’s “gateway to the
Hill (1838–1916) and his Great Northern
west.” They are built of a combination
Railroad. Hill, who has been described
of materials including aggregate and
as being “built like a buffalo, with two
Kasota Stone blocks, which are
rows of teeth seemingly fit to crunch
accessible about ten feet off the
iron” worked his way up in the
TARGET
two-lane path.
world. His masterpiece, the Great
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Northern Railroad, used no
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public funding and was built
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on skeletal routes that Hill had
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making them easier to see and
purchased and brought up to
touch in the fall and winter
profitability. Among the multiKE IL
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city monikers that financially
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that carried thousands of
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the Saint Paul, Pacific, and Saint
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newly arrived foreign-born families
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Cloud, the Montana Central
west. Even in the winter cold, along
Railway, and the Saint Paul,
the walls in December, the whiff of coal
Minneapolis, and Manitoba. Just take a
394
smoke from long-ago engines and the
moment and roll those railroads off your
bells and steam whistles of those vanished
tongue, for some satisfying vocal exercise.
trains might faintly engage the senses. To see the
Even though Hill’s fortune at the time of his
wall
remnants
of an earlier time “unvarnished” but not
death, in railroad and business holdings added up to
forgotten
is
to
recognize
that
these blocks and mortar are not only
between $100 to $400 million dollars, 6,000 miles of track, and
eligible
for
historic
status,
but
that you are before a remnant of
birthed 400,000 farms, and 65 million acres of improved land, his
James
J.
Hill’s
own
empire
as
yet
unsung, that supported one of the
life was remarkable in generic ways. He married a waitress, and one
greatest
arcs
of
industry
and
transportation
in Minnesota history.
of his most remembered business proverbs was “extravagance is
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the cause of failure.”
When Hill built something, he built it to last. His vast railroad
holdings have merged over and over, and are still rolling today. His
Great Northern became the Burlington Northern, which has now
become the Burlington Northern Santa Fe. His Stone Arch Bridge
today easily supports thousands of strolling feet and rolling bicycle
wheels year-round. And speaking of bicycles, here is a big hint: this
Roadside Rendezvous is not on a road you can drive to, but just off
of a path. The Cedar Lake Regional Trail is the trail to take this time
where you can see and touch some of James J. Hill’s earliest
unsigned works.
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PUT ON YOUR FLASHERS: No need. This Roadside Rendezvous is not
accessible by automobile.

SOURCES
• http://m.startribune.com/index.php/history-of-minneapolis-rail-corridor-confounds-its-future/460611183/
• http://movies2.nytimes.com/learning/general/onthisday/bday/0916.html

Charlie Maguire is a traveling songwriter, musician, and union
organizer who makes frequent stops in Hennepin County.

Great Northern trains rolled past
Linden Yards’ retaining wall
before or after crossing the
Stone Arch Bridge. The last
trains chugged past these
landmarks in 1978. The bridge
became a pedestrian destination
in 1994 and the Cedar Lake
Regional Trail connected to
the Mississippi River in 2011.
(Engraving and pin
collection of the author.)
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